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**Introduction**

Student papers and related materials received by a University of Missouri-Columbia folklore professor.

**Restriction**

Includes all accessions. Open for use. NO photocopying allowed.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Fall Semester, 1983

- Class list
- Blackwell, Architecture of a Log Cabin
- Brooks, Black Baptist Churches
- Connick, United Pentecostals
- Dubinski, Charismatic Christians (3 folders)
- Flake, Christian Scientist Testimonies
- Gonzales, Folklore of Athletes (2 folders)
- Goodman, Reorganized Latter Day Saints
- Harrison, Maranatha Religion
- Hernandez, Folklore of Cabdrivers
- Jones, Weather Lore in Missouri
- Kiessling, Christian Fellowship Church
- Labuda, Women's Latrinalia
- Ludwig, Christian Fellowship Songs
- McNeill, Legend of Sadey Monte
- Moore, Italian Family Recipes
- Podhorn, High School Group Names
- Poe, Secret Languages and Codes
- Prewitt, Stories of Mrs. McQuitty
- Reiss, Football Cheers
- Roberson, Folk Expressions in the Fulton, Missouri, Presbyterian Church
- Shaw, Terminology of Church of Christ
- Squires, Pentecostals
- Stookesberry, Jokelore About “The Day After”
- Umphreys, Folk Music in Mid-Missouri

Winter Semester, 1984

- Allen, Harvey the Family Ghost
- Craddock, Folksongs in Fraternities and Sororities
- Ferrara, Folklore of the Helfenstein Mansion
- Fischer, Chinaman's Castle
- Fleetwood, Most Embarrassing Moment Narratives
Kiessling, Narratives of Black Football Players
Klassen, Fiddle Tunes
Madden, Freshman Folklore
Millan, Dating Folklore
Morgan, Haunted House Folklore
Morrison, Stories of My Jewish Grandmother
Pace, Coming Out of the Water Closet
Poggemeier, A Collection of Jokes
Pollack, Religious Prophecy as Folklore
Post, College Female Folklore
Reser, Drinking Games At Mizzou
Ries, Family Folklore: My Uncle Ed
Svoboda, A Ghost Story
Trice, Jump Rope Rhymes
Waldschmidt, My German and Italian Ancestors
Walker, Riddles Among Black and White Children

Fall Semester, 1984
Alfend, What I've Learned: A Study of My Family
Bland, Christmas Traditions in My Family
Bussen, The Hidden Folksong
Cerven, An Analysis of Horizontal Graffiti in Selected UMC Lecture Halls
Davis, Dirty Songs Across the Years
Flanigan, Finals Week Superstitions
Grover, Personal Experience Narrative of Com. B
Guffey, The Fire of '48: A Legend Examined
Gurnow, Christian Testimonies
Hennemann, Burht Mill
Jerrara, The Legend of the Halfenstein Mansion
Kelly, Latrinalia
McCoy, Grandpa's Stories
Morris, Folklore in the Family
Nisimura, Fraternity Life
Passantino, Military Cadences
Paxton, I Wouldn't If I Were You
Platt, Some Folk Animal Cures
Pollack, Prophecy As Folklore
Prange, Jokes and White Consciousness
Roberts, Oral History and Stories About Fruit Station
Singer, Women's Graffiti On the UMC Campus
Sparks, Graffiti
Sprague, Folklore Collection Project
Victor, Folklore Project Superstitions

Winter Semester, 1985
Allee, Ethnic Jokes
Anson, The Use of Folklore In Their Eyes Were Watching God
Bakar, Legend of Marsuri
Batterson, Analyzing the *Maneater*
Bax, Quilting as a Folk Art
Bennett, Grandpa's Stories
Boing, Duane
Burns, The Legend of the Sneakin' Deacon
Burns, Don't Go Swimming--It Will Drown the Baby
Burroughs, Secret Languages and Codes
Callanan, Sorority Stereotypes
Caruso, Graffiti
Ceresia, Serbian Customs
Ceresia, Serbian Food
Christopher, Jokes and Beliefs About Americans As Told by Latins (2 folders)
Delahaut, Folkgames of the Medical Profession
Doerhoff, Bubblehead Legends
Doering, Gravestone Epitaphs West of the Mississippi River
Early, Children's Riddles in Folklore
Eckart, A Closer Look at the Eckart Family as They Celebrate Easter
Fitzsimmons, Narratives of Jim and Mary Fitzsimmons
Flaspohler, Folklore Sayings
Fox, Fox Family Traditions
Gaddy, The Legend of Blue Mist
Golden, The Malochi Are Going To Get You
Goldman, Ultimate Frisbee: The Folk Group Alive and Well
Harmon, The Scarriest Thing Thht Ever Happened to He
Hawley, Historical and Belief Legend
Keller, A Few Hazing Stories
Kelty, The Legend of the Ghost of Senior Hall
Krekeler, *Maneater* Folksongs
Lenger, Journalists Often Act Like Normal People
Litreken, The Legends of Zombie Road
Litwicki, A Modern Horror Legend, Zombie Road
McDougall, Sorority Folksongs
McGowan, Latrinalia of the School of Engineering and Agriculture

**Box 2**
*Winter Semester, 1985*
Maher, Easter Customs and Traditions
Maxwell, A Study of Christian Examples
Miyagake, Folk Songs of Japanese Children's Games (2 folders)
Murphy, A Collection and Analysis of Disaster Jokes
Nelson, The Fishing Report
Oliver, The Birthday Man; Wanted Dead or Alive?
O'Sullivan, Folklore in the Gay Community
Patton, Jokes From a Gay Perspective
Plackemeier, Get Your Feet Off the Seat or I'll Break Your Leg in Four Places
Remick, Folk Psychology
Richmond, Christmas Time Family Traditions
Rigdon, That Scottish Play
Roberts, The Function of Proverbs for the People Who Use Them
Roberts, A Study of Slumber Parties
Rowbottom, Ragtime
Schneider, Sorority and Fraternity Songs
Schultz, Analysis of Folk Etymology and Folk Speech in the 60's
Shabazaz, Personal Experience-Masood
Silverman, Games People Play
Simms, Personal Experience Narrative of Black College Students
Snodgrass, Full of Shit: Folkloric Analysis of a Necessary Fixture-The Outhouse
Stern, Trampball: As a Folklore Game
Stiles, The Glowing Tombstone Mystery
Thoene, Quarters
Ticknor, The Man on the Moon
Tosti, Family: Italian Experiences
Unruh, Worst Date
Upton, Cadence Counts Used in the Military
Veulemans, Folk Music, Particularly Blues
Walukonis, Quarters-A Genuine Folk Game
Weber, Possum Stories
Weinstein, Play Basketball
Wilder, Place Names

Fall Semester, 1985
Agan, Family Folklore
Balkin, The Lights of Woodson-Lateral Road
Behringer, The Momo Story
Bigelow, Children's Jokes (1 tape)
Boomgarden, Ghost Stories
Brown, The First Day of School (1 tape)
Burroughs, Graffitti
Cameron, Gang Folklore
Changar, Rugby Songs (1 tape)
Clark, Halloween: Past and Present (1 tape)
Conte, The Haunting of Haden House
Corum, Family Christmas Traditions
Edwards, Religious Folklore
Ellis, Jokes
Eltoumi, Christmas Traditions
Figert, Pregnancy Beliefs (1 tape)
Fleming, The Ghost of Pi Kappa Phi (1 tape)
Golec, UMC Graffitti
Haake, Family Stories
Hass, The Folklore of Collegiate Drinking Games
Hellhake, Ghost Stories
Henry, Fraternity Folklore (1 tape)
Heshmaty, Mother's Ghost Stories (2 tapes)
Hiatt, Children's Games
Johnson, Family Reunion
Johnson, Freshman Initiations
Kintuer, Folklore in Loeb-A ~IC Dormitory Group (1 tape)

Box 3
Fall Semester, 1985
McDonough, Sports Beliefs (1 tape)
Marr, Jokes About Aids, Rock Hudson, and Leon Klinghoffer (1 tape)
Martin, Catholic School Folklore (2 tapes)
Massman, Bridal Showers and Bachelorette Parties (1 tape)
Miller, Chinese Proverbs (1 tape)
Mitchell, Graffiti from Dutton-Brookfield and Hatch Hall
Morris, College Folklore
Mulvaney, Haunted House Legends
Murphy, Skateboard Decorating (1 tape)
Nichols, Latrinalia in Ellis Library
Overshown, Black American Folklore
Peterson, Folk Construction Methods
Powell, The Underground Music Scene in Columbia (1 tape)
Pryor, Grandma's Courtship Stories
Rottler, Home Remedies (3 tapes)
Saaf, The Legend of the Piasa Bird (1 tape)
Schwarz, The Schwarz's Sister Cecilia (1 tape)
Shaefer, New Year's Traditions of Three Families in Japan (2 tapes)
Shashack, The Jesus Guy: A Local Legend (1 tape)
Siegel, A Study in Family Folklore
Singleton, Christmas Traditions (1 tape)
Smart, Dungeons and Dragons: Folklore of the 80's
Smith, Collection Proposal
Smith, Sorority Stereotypes (1 tape)
Stain, Family Folklore
Strickler, Old Wives Tales
Taylor, Ghost Stories
Templeton, Ghost Accounts
VanBreusegen, The Folklore of Deer Hunting
Walker, The Ghost of Blue Mist (1 tape)
Willhoite, Folk Beliefs of Missouri Hunters and Fishermen
Wright, Purple Equals God, Religion and Beauty
Zvsnut, The Bubble Heads

Miscellaneous
Contracts for Deposit of Folklore Papers and Materials
Releases, genre, folk group, informant, and geographical region files, 1980-1982
Dungeons and Dragons material